Parenting and Disability
Final Reflections (4 hours including assignments)

We have introduced you to some of the experiences that new parents living with disability experience. Some of these have been very thought provoking and may have evoked some interesting discussions.

What were the poignant points demonstrated by the case studies? What could have worked better for these new parents? What were the challenges for these new parents?

Look back at some of your responses over the last 4 weeks. What have you learnt as a result of this course? How have your colleagues contributed to your knowledge on team working? What have you learnt about your role in a multi-disciplinary team? More importantly, what knowledge have you gained by inter-professional collaboration to take forward into working with parents living with a disability?

You will be asked to make your final contributions in the e-tivities. Use these contributions for your individual IPE written reflective assignment.

**Purpose**
To reflect on what you have learnt and prepare for future working practice

**Task**
1. Post one paragraph (approximately 200 words) on how this event has enlightened your understanding of parents with a disability and the relevance of inter-professional collaboration.

2. Post your comments in the…*(Note to facilitator – suggest a discussion board)*

**Response**
- Post an additional paragraph (approximately 100 words) on how you will take forward in practice what you have learnt to ensure that parents living with a disability have their views placed central to future health and social care.
- Post your messages …*(Note to facilitator – suggest a discussion board e.g. ‘Taking IPE Forward Into Practice’)*
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Please use any material from the last few weeks in constructing your paragraphs and remember to be reflective in your approach. You can use this work in your IPE portfolio. Please refer to your coursework assessment criteria for this task.

Feedback

We hope you have enjoyed this course!

Your feedback is vital to us. Please spare about 5 minutes to complete and submit the post evaluation questionnaire… *(Note to facilitator – indicate where this can be found)*

Your suggestions will help us improve the course for future programmes.

From all your e-tutors, well done and good luck for the future!